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Experiments in small aspect-ratio Taylor–Couette ﬂows have reported the presence
of a band in parameter space where rotating waves become steady non-
axisymmetric solutions (a pinning eﬀect) via inﬁnite-period bifurcations. Previous
numerical simulations were unable to reproduce these observations. Recent additional
experiments suggest that the pinning eﬀect is not intrinsic to the dynamics of the
problem, but rather is an extrinsic response induced by the presence of imperfections.
Here we present numerical simulations that include a small tilt of one of the endwalls,
simulating the eﬀects of imperfections that break the SO(2) axisymmetry of the
problem, and indeed are able to reproduce the experimentally observed pinning of
the rotating waves. Dynamical systems considerations suggest that any imperfection
breaking the SO(2) axisymmetry of the problem must result in the formation of a
pinning region of ﬁnite width. We have also found that the particulars of the pinning
process, in particular the width of the pinning region, are extremely sensitive to the
type of imperfection in the system. Almost identical ﬂows respond in completely
diﬀerent ways to the same imperfection, depending on subtle diﬀerences in the weak
secondary characteristics of the ﬂow. The numerical simulations of the Navier–Stokes
equations for the problem with an imposed tilt of an endwall together with normal-
form analysis of a Hopf bifurcation subjected to imposed symmetry-breaking help
shed some light on previous experiments that reported a variety of diﬀerent dynamical
behaviour for which a clear explanation was lacking.
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1. Introduction
Symmetries play an important role in the dynamics of ﬂuid systems (Crawford &
Knobloch 1991; Knobloch 1996), particularly in well-controlled laboratory
experiments designed to provide canonical cases for phenomena of interest.
Spontaneous symmetry breaking as parameters are varied can, and often does,
lead to dynamic phenomena that would not naturally occur in systems without
symmetry. However, even in these geometrically simple systems, symmetries are only
approximately present; this may be due to the presence of endwalls in the physical
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problem, breaking translation invariance in the idealized model, or due to inherent
imperfections in physical systems leading to misalignments and inhomogeneities.
Finite Taylor–Couette ﬂow lacks the axial translation invariance that is inherent in
classical theoretical models of the ﬂow, as well as in more modern bifurcation theoretic
treatments, where the hope has been that for large length-to-gap aspect ratios, the
ﬂow near the middle of the cylinders is only weakly inﬂuenced by end eﬀects or, at
least, only inﬂuenced after a long enough time (Chossat & Iooss 1994). With aspect
ratios, Γ , of the order 10 or smaller, endwall eﬀects are no longer small and the
connection with the translation-invariant idealization of the problem is essentially
lost; here, mode competition between ﬂows with a diﬀerent number of cells leads to
pitchfork bifurcations in the inﬁnite case, that are unfolded in the ﬁnite case. Benjamin
(1978a, b) in one of the earliest studies of the eﬀects of imperfect symmetries in ﬂuid
dynamics, analysed this problem for the ﬁrst time. He carefully studied the unfolding
of the pitchfork bifurcation, and applied this tool to various instances in the Taylor–
Couette problem. It was extensively applied to the mode competition that arises when
the translational symmetry is broken by the presence of endwalls, resulting in mode
competition between states with a diﬀerent number of cells. The presence of normal
and anomalous modes and their relationship with the reﬂection symmetry about
the midplane was also explored. In comparing with experiments (Benjamin 1978b;
Benjamin & Mullin 1981), with unavoidable imperfections that break the reﬂection
symmetry, this was also accounted for (albeit marginally) using the same theoretical
tool, the unfolding of a pitchfork.
In the small aspect-ratio regime, the only axial symmetry in an ideal model is
the midplane reﬂection Z2; the system is also axisymmetric, giving an invariance
with respect to arbitrary rotations in azimuth SO(2), so that the complete spatial
group of symmetries is Z2 × SO(2). Any physical experiment, no matter how
carefully constructed and executed, will only have these symmetries approximately
due to unavoidable inherent imperfections. For the most part, in high-precision
experiments imperfections from the ideal Z2 × SO(2) symmetry result in minor well-
understood modiﬁcations to the bifurcation structure (e.g. see direct comparisons
between experimentally and numerically determined bifurcations and nonlinear
dynamics in Taylor–Couette ﬂows with Γ ∼ 3, presented in Abshagen et al.
2005a, b, 2008b). However, in speciﬁc parameter regimes, the same type of high-
precision experiments (Pﬁster et al. 1988; Pﬁster, Schulz & Lensch 1991; Pﬁster,
Buzug & Enge 1992; Abshagen et al. 2008a) reveal some behaviour which is
unaccountable in simulations of the Z2 × SO(2) system (Marques & Lopez 2006).
The manifestation of the unaccounted for dynamics lies in the experimental
observations of a rotating wave state whose precession frequency is zero in a band in
parameter space of ﬁnite width about the zero-frequency line in the perfect system,
which is delineated by what appear to be inﬁnite-period global bifurcations. Numerical
simulations of the Z2 × SO(2)-symmetric system in this parameter regime were unable
to reproduce the dynamics, in particular no inﬁnite-period global bifurcations have
been detected numerically. The most recent set of experiments (Abshagen et al.
2008a) speciﬁcally studied the imposed breaking of the Z2 × SO(2) by tilting one of
the endwalls by a small amount and made convincing arguments for the cause of
the inﬁnite-period bifurcations being due to the pinning of the rotating wave to the
imperfection (the tilted endwall) in the neighbourhood of parameter space where the
precession frequency is small.
In this paper, we study numerically the same system, also introducing a small tilt of
one endwall, and recover the experimentally observed dynamics. Furthermore, since
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Figure 1. Schematic of the ﬂow apparatus. The inset show the streamlines of the A1 steady
axisymmetric ﬂow state at Re=700, Γ =1.0 and η=0.5.
the Z2 symmetry implies the existence of two symmetry-conjugate branches of rotating
waves following spontaneous breaking of the Z2 and SO(2) symmetries, when these
are broken by imperfection the result is two distinct branches of rotating waves that
emerge from the conjugate pair as the imperfection vanishes. We ﬁnd that the same
level of imposed imperfection acts signiﬁcantly diﬀerently on the two branches. We
provide a three-parameter (the three parameters are related to the Reynolds number,
the aspect ratio and the tilt angle) normal-form analysis that qualitatively captures
the observed dynamics in the neighbourhood of where the rotating wave emerges at
a Hopf bifurcation and its precession frequency vanishes. In particular, the normal-
form analysis predicts the existence of a pinning region bounded by inﬁnite-period
bifurcations of the limit cycles.
2. Background on the ‘perfect’ system
Before discussing the impact of imperfections, it is useful to brieﬂy review the ﬂow
dynamics in the absence of imperfections.
Consider the ﬂow in an annular region with inner radius, ri , and outer radius,
ro, capped by endwalls a distance h apart. The endwalls and the outer cylinder are
stationary, and the ﬂow is driven by the rotation of the inner cylinder at constant
angular speed, Ω . The system is governed by three parameters as follows:
Reynolds number: Re = Ωrid/ν, (2.1)
aspect ratio: Γ = h/d, (2.2)
radius ratio: η = ri/ro, (2.3)
where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the ﬂuid. Throughout this study, we shall keep
the radius ratio ﬁxed at η=0.5 and vary Re and Γ . Figure 1 shows a schematic of
the ﬂow.
For small Γ , anomalous modes with a small number of cells bifurcate at low Re
(Benjamin & Mullin 1981) and the competition between these and the normal modes
leads to very rich dynamics. The low Re regime, where the ﬂows remain steady and
axisymmetric, has been extensively studied over the past quarter century (Benjamin &
Mullin 1981; Cliﬀe 1983; Pﬁster et al. 1988, 1991, 1992) and a comprehensive
understanding of the dynamics involved has emerged (Mullin, Toya & Tavener 2002).
For Γ ∼ 1 and η ∼ 0.5, the Z2 × SO(2)-symmetric two-cell normal mode, N2, which
consists of a single jet of angular momentum emerging from the boundary layer on
the inner rotating cylinder to form a pair of recirculating cells, is the solution that is
smoothly connected to the Stokes ﬂow (as Re → 0).
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Figure 2. Contours of the streamfunction, ψ , and azimuthal velocity, v, of N2 and A
∗
1, both
at Re=700, Γ =1 and η=0.5. The region shown is r ∈ [1.0, 2.0] and z ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]. There
are 16 positive (black) and 16 negative (grey) linearly spaced contour levels in the ranges
(a) and (c): ψ ∈ [−20/Re, 20/Re]; (b) and (d): v ∈ [0, 1].
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Figure 3. Schematics of the successive bifurcations in the system under consideration in
(a) the perfect case with Z2 × SO(2) symmetry group and (b) with the imperfection added,
breaking the symmetries. The parameter, f , is a convenient measure of the ﬂow state (e.g. the
axial velocity in the middle of the cell).
The state N2 loses stability to a steady axisymmetric one-vortex state, A1, at a
pitchfork bifurcation as the inner cylinder rotation exceeds a critical value. A1 has the
jet of angular momentum emerging from the inner cylinder boundary layer near the
bottom. Of course, there exists another state A∗1 with the jet of angular momentum
near the top; this state is simply the reﬂection of A1 about the half-height, i.e.
A∗1 =K(A1). Streamlines and azimuthal velocity contours of typical N2 and A∗1 states
are shown in ﬁgure 2 at Re=700 (by about Re=500, the unstable branch of N2 has
restabilized). The A1 state (A
∗
1 has the same dynamics) remains stable to Re ≈ 892,
where it suﬀers a Hopf bifurcation that breaks the axisymmetry SO(2) and a rotating
wave state emerges with azimuthal wavenumber m=2, RW2, that precesses prograde
with the rotating inner cylinder. Applying the K-reﬂection to RW2 results in another
rotating wave solution state, RW∗2; this rotating wave bifurcates from A∗1. A schematic
of these bifurcations is shown in ﬁgure 3(a).
Marques & Lopez (2006) numerically considered a one-parameter path of increasing
Re, while the aspect ratio and radius ratio are ﬁxed at Γ =1.0 and η=0.5. This path
cut through the heart of the competition between A1 and N2, where for Re> 850,
multiple bifurcations of these states had been observed experimentally (Pﬁster et al.
1991, 1992). The three-dimensional numerical solutions showed that the manner in
which the jet of angular momentum erupting from the inner cylinder boundary layer
behaves, as it redistributes the angular momentum and its interactions with the
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sidewall and endwall boundary layers, leads to the various spatio-temporal states
which break various aspects of the symmetry of the problem.
For slight variations in aspect ratio, the rotating wave RW2 may precess either
prograde or retrograde with the inner cylinder, and further, the Hopf bifurcation at
which RW2 emerges from A1 changes from being subcritical to supercritical (Pﬁster
et al. 1991, 1992).
The rest of this paper addresses how the above ‘perfect’ bifurcation scenario changes
due to an imposed small tilt of the top lid; this tilt breaks both the Z2 and SO(2)
symmetries of the problem. Imperfect pitchfork bifurcations are well known (Schaeﬀer
1980): one of the pitchfork branches, A1, remains smoothly connected to the base state,
while the other, A∗1, becomes a disconnected branch that appears in a saddle-node
bifurcation as shown in ﬁgure 3(b). We use tildes (N˜2, A˜1, . . . ) for the diﬀerent states
in the imperfect scenario. A˜1 and A˜
∗
1 are no longer symmetry related, K(A˜1) = A˜∗1,
but if the imperfection is small they are very similar: K(A˜1)≈ A˜∗1. Moreover, with
SO(2) broken, the limit cycles born at the Hopf bifurcations, R˜W2 and R˜W
∗
2, are only
approximate rotating waves: the ﬂow pattern and the precession rate change slightly
with time. The eﬀects of imperfections are only important, resulting in qualitative
changes in the dynamics, in the parameter range where the Hopf frequency is close to
zero. In this case, a pinning region appears, bounded by inﬁnite period bifurcations
of limit cycles, and these are the phenomena we discuss in detail in the following
sections.
3. Governing equations and the numerical scheme
The governing equations are the Navier–Stokes equations
∂u/∂t + (u · ∇)u = − ∇p + Re−1u, ∇ · u = 0, (3.1)
where u =(u, v,w) and p are the velocity and pressure in cylindrical coordinates
(r, θ, z), respectively. The equations have been non-dimensionalized using the annular
gap d = ro − ri as the length scale and the inertial time 1/Ω as the time scale.
The velocity boundary conditions are no-slip on the walls. Speciﬁcally, u, v
and w are zero on all stationary boundaries, i.e. at the outer cylinder, r = ro/d =
1/(1 − η)= 2, and the top and bottom endwalls z= ± 0.5Γ . On the rotating inner
cylinder, r = ri/d = η/(1−η) = 1, u and w are zero and v=1. The governing equations
and the boundary conditions are invariant to reﬂections about z=0, rotations about
the z-axis, and translations in time; the actions of these invariances on any solution
u =(u, v,w)(r, θ, z, t) are as follows:
time translations: Φτ (u, v,w)(r, θ, z, t) = (u, v,w)(r, θ, z, t + τ ), τ ∈ , (3.2)
rotations: Rα(u, v,w)(r, θ, z, t) = (u, v,w)(r, θ + α, z, t), α ∈ [0, 2π),
(3.3)
reﬂection: K(u, v,w)(r, θ, z, t) = (u, v,−w)(r, θ,−z, t). (3.4)
The Navier–Stokes equations (3.1) are discretized on a staggered grid with the
velocities at the faces and all the scalars in the centre of the computational
cell; the resulting system of equations is solved by a fractional-step method. The
discretization of both viscous and advective terms is performed by second-order-
accurate central ﬁnite-diﬀerence approximations. The elliptic equation, necessary to
enforce incompressibility, is solved directly using trigonometric expansions in the
azimuthal direction and the tensor-product method (Lynch, Rice & Thomas 1964)
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for the other two directions. Temporal evolution is via a third-order Runge–Kutta
scheme which calculates the nonlinear terms explicitly and the viscous terms implicitly
(Verzicco & Orlandi 1996). The stability limit due to the explicit treatment of the
convective terms is CFL<
√
3, where CFL is the Courant–Friedrichs–Lewy number
(Courant, Friedrichs & Lewy 1928). A useful feature of this scheme is the possibility to
advance in time by a variable time step, without reducing the accuracy or introducing
interpolations. We have varied δt in all the simulations in this paper such that the local
CFL 1.5, where CFL= (|u|/δr + |v|/(rδθ)+ |w|/δz) δt , with the velocity components
averaged at the centre of each computational cell. The smallest such determined local
δt is then used for time advancement.
The tilt of the upper lid breaks both the K and Rα invariances (i.e. the Z2 × SO(2)
symmetry), and is simulated via the immersed boundary method. The main advantage
in using this method is that ﬂows bounded by arbitrarily complex geometries can
be simulated without resorting to body-conformal grids for which the motion is
prescribed, and therefore the solution technique essentially has the same ease of use
and eﬃciency as that in simple geometries. The method is second order in space. It has
already been implemented in many diﬀerent scenarios and grid layouts, e.g. laminar
and turbulent convection (Pacheco et al. 2005; Stringano, Pascazio & Verzicco 2006;
Pacheco-Vega, Pacheco & Rodic´ 2007) and turbulent ﬂows and particle collision
(Uhlmann 2005; Kang, Iaccarino & Ham 2009; Pacheco et al. 2010).
The implementation for the Navier–Stokes equations in an annulus using the
immersed boundary method of Fadlun et al. (2000), along with grid-convergence tests
is illustrated as follows. After computing the N2 and A1 states for Γ =1 and Re=700
in a standard zero-tilt annular cell with a body-ﬁtted mesh, the same simulations have
been repeated using an extended axial domain with the upper wall mimicked by the
immersed boundary method, without tilt. Figure 4 shows the azimuthal vorticity, ωθ ,
for the two ﬂow states computed on both the conforming and the non-conforming
grids. The grids in the ﬂow regions for both methods are the same; for the immersed
boundary method, additional grid points extend above the top lid. Comparing the
solutions from the two methods, it is very diﬃcult to detect any diﬀerences, so
contours of the absolute diﬀerence between the two solutions are also plotted. These
show that diﬀerences are small (about 2%) and localized at the corner where the
rotating inner cylinder meets the stationary top lid.
Next, we computed the bifurcation of the A1 state as Re is increased for Γ =1
and η=0.5, using resolutions of up to nr × nz × nθ =121× 151× 92 grid points in
the radial, axial and azimuthal directions, respectively. We ﬁnd that a grid resolution
of nr × nz × nθ =101× 121× 64 is suﬃcient to achieve grid independence results, and
that resolution has been used in most of the runs presented in this paper. The three-
dimensional simulations have been conducted using uniform grids in the azimuthal
direction and non-uniform grids in the radial direction and axial direction with
clustering at the walls. The lid was tilted according to z= sr cos θ + h/2, where s
is the slope of the plane; all the simulations presented correspond to a tilt of 0.1◦
(s =0.1π/180).
4. Numerical simulations with a tilted top endwall
Figure 5 shows numerically determined regime diagrams for the one-cell states,
A˜∗1 and A˜1, with the top endwall tilted by 0.1◦. Numerically, the 0.1◦ tilt of the top
endwall has no appreciable eﬀect on the A˜∗1 case up to the precision with which
the bifurcation curves (shown in ﬁgure 5a) were determined; the bifurcation curves
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Figure 4. Contours of the azimuthal component of vorticity for N2 and A1 at Re=700, Γ =1
and η=0.5, with zero tilt. The grey lines in the background are the gridlines (only every other
line is plotted for clarity). The solutions computed using the body-ﬁtted mesh, (a) for N2 and
(d) for A1, and the same states computed with the immersed boundary method, (b) for N2 and
(e) for A1, are plotted using ﬁve positive (solid lines) and ﬁve negative (dashed lines) linearly
spaced contour levels in the range ωθ ∈ [−2, 2]. Contours of the absolute diﬀerence between
solutions computed using the body-ﬁtted and immersed boundary methods are shown in
(c) and (f ); there are ﬁve linearly spaced contour levels from 0.01 to 0.05.
coincide with the corresponding curves in the zero tilt case. The solid curve with
ﬁlled circles (—•—) is the Hopf bifurcation from A˜1 (A˜∗1) to R˜W2 (R˜W∗2). Above
H+ (H−) the bifurcated solution rotates prograde (retrograde) with respect to the
rotating inner cylinder. In ﬁgure 5(a), the sense of rotation of R˜W∗2 changes along
the solid curve with diamonds (——), whereas in ﬁgure 5(b) in the region between
the solid curves with diamonds, R˜W2 becomes a non-axisymmetric steady state.
Figure 6 shows time series of the azimuthal velocity at a point (r, θ, z)= (1.5, 0, 0.8)
for R˜W2 and K(R˜W
∗
2) at Re=910 and Γ =1.148 started from nearby solutions at
the same Re, but with Γ =1.180. After an initial transient, R˜W2 becomes steady,
being pinned to the tilted top. However, R˜W∗2 is not aﬀected by the imperfection, and
continues to slowly precess. The two time series shown correspond to the ‘+’ points
in ﬁgure 5.
The Hopf bifurcation becomes subcritical as Γ is reduced below about 1.1. For
these smaller Γ values, R˜W2 and R˜W
∗
2 disappear with decreasing Re not at the Hopf
curve H− but at a saddle-node of limit cycles curve, shown as a dashed curve with
open circles (− ◦ −). A small region of hysteresis between A˜1 (A˜∗1) and R˜W2 (R˜W∗2)
exists between the saddle-node curve and H−. The saddle-node curve emanates from
the point on the Hopf curve where the Hopf bifurcation changes from supercritical
to subcritical (i.e. a co-dimension-two Bautin bifurcation, Kuznetsov 2004). Along
the Hopf curve in (Γ,Re) space, the Bautin point and the point at which the Hopf
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Figure 5. Numerically determined regime diagrams for the one-cell states; (a) A˜∗1 and (b) A˜1,
both with a 0.1◦ tilt of the top endwall. The solid curves with ﬁlled circles (—•—) are Hopf
bifurcation curves; emerging from the H− portion R˜W∗2 precesses retrograde with respect to
the rotating inner cylinder, and emerging from the H+ portion its precession is prograde. The
solid curves with ﬁlled diamonds (——) are inﬁnite-period bifurcation curves and the dashed
curves with open circles (− ◦ −) are saddle-node of limit cycles bifurcations. The plus symbol
(+) is the point (Γ,Re)= (1.148, 910), where the time series in ﬁgure 6 are taken.
frequency vanishes do not coincide in general. For the present problem the two
points are quite close, and one may be able to have them coincide by varying a third
parameter, such as the radius ratio, η, which has been ﬁxed at η=0.5 in this study
and in the corresponding experiments.
Despite the noticeable diﬀerence in the temporal characteristics between R˜W2
and R˜W∗2 due to the tilted top, their spatial structures are very similar. Figure 7
shows isosurfaces of axial angular momentum, rv, for R˜W2 and R˜W
∗
2 at
(Γ,Re)= (1.148, 910). For ease in comparing the two, R˜W∗2 has been reﬂected about
the mid-height by applying K . The isosurfaces of R˜W2 and K(R˜W
∗
2) are almost
identical. The corresponding contours of the azimuthal component of vorticity for
R˜W2 and K(R˜W
∗
2) are shown in ﬁgure 8, and although they are very similar, some
diﬀerences are now noticeable.
The only diﬀerence between R˜W2 and R˜W
∗
2 that may explain the completely
diﬀerent behaviour (vis-a`-vis pinning) that they exhibit with respect to the imposed
tilt is the diﬀerent position of their ﬂow structures with respect to the tilted endwall.
These one-cell states have a jet of angular momentum emanating from the inner
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Figure 6. Time series of angular velocity, v, at the point (r, θ, z) = (1.5, 0, 0.8) for R˜W2 and
K(R˜W∗2), both at Re=910 and Γ =1.148 with the top lid tilted by 0.1◦.
(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
Figure 7. (Colour online) Isosurface plots of axial angular momentum, rv, at level rv=0.27
for (a) and (c) R˜W2 and (b) and (d) K(R˜W
∗
2), at Re=910, Γ =1.148 and the top lid tilted
by 0.1◦.
cylinder; the jet is close to the bottom endwall for R˜W2 and it is close to the top
endwall for R˜W∗2. When the strong jet is close to the tilted endwall, the pinning is
very weak, whereas if the jet is close to the non-tilted endwall, the pinning is much
stronger. The axisymmetric component of the ﬂow is insensitive to the small tilt
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(a) (b)
Figure 8. Contours of the azimuthal component of vorticity for RW2. There are ﬁve positive
(solid lines) and ﬁve negative (dashed lines) linearly spaced contour levels in the range
ωθ ∈ [−2, 2]. (a) R˜W2 and (b) K(R˜W∗2), both at Re=910 and Γ =1.148 and the top lid tilted
by 0.1◦.
Figure 9. (Colour online) Isosurface of the perturbation axial angular momentum at level
rv= − 0.02 for the non-axisymmetric components of R˜W2 at Re=910 and Γ =1.148 and the
top lid tilted by 0.1◦.
because it does not have any distinguished radial direction and does not precess.
Therefore, the pinning eﬀect must be related to the non-axisymmetric components of
the ﬂow.
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Figure 9 shows an isosurface of the perturbation angular momentum for R˜W2 at
Re=910 and Γ =1.148, determined by removing the azimuthal average from the
full solution. This is essentially the nonlinearly saturated Hopf eigenmode and the
azimuthal average is essentially A˜1. The spiral structure of the m=2 eigenmode is
clearly visible. There are two narrow and well-deﬁned spirals around the inner cylinder
that are advected by the outgoing jet close to the upper lid. These recirculate around
the outer wall and bottom lid. The instability is present everywhere, it is stronger
in the outgoing jet: the perturbation angular momentum attains its maximum value
in the jet. Note that when the m=2 perturbation is strong, it becomes less sensitive
to the tilt, in this case the tilt of the top lid for R˜W∗2, with the jet close to the top
lid. In contrast, when the jet is close to the bottom lid while the top lid is tilted (the
R˜W2 case), the tilt has a stronger eﬀect resulting in pinning over a wide region in
parameter space. This is due to the m=2 perturbation being weak at the top lid and
hence more easily aﬀected by the tilt.
In § 5, we show that not only the tilt of an endwall, but that any imperfection
breaking the SO(2) symmetry of the system, will result in the formation of a pinning
region in parameter space around the zero-frequency precession curve from the perfect
system.
5. Imperfect Hopf bifurcation with zero frequency
In this section, we describe a normal form analysis for the Hopf bifurcation of A1
(or A∗1), when the Hopf frequency is close to zero. As the A1 state is axisymmetric
but not Z2 symmetric, the only symmetry that plays a role in this local bifurcation
analysis is SO(2). The eﬀects of imperfections on this bifurcation are also considered.
This section is a summary of a detailed analysis (Marques et al. 2010) of the breaking
of the SO(2) symmetry in a dynamical system close to a Hopf bifurcation whose
frequency changes sign along a curve in parameter space. The analysis shows that
this symmetry-breaking process is much more complex than expected, resulting in a
bifurcation of co-dimension six. Although it is not possible to analyse in detail such
a complex and high co-dimension bifurcation, ﬁve diﬀerent ways to break the SO(2)
symmetry were analysed by introducing into the normal form all the possible terms,
up to and including second order, that break the symmetry. In all cases, we ﬁnd
that a band of pinning solutions appears around the zero-frequency curve from the
symmetric case, and the band is delimited by curves of inﬁnite period bifurcations.
The details of what happens when the inﬁnite period bifurcation curves approach
the Hopf bifurcation curve are diﬀerent in the ﬁve cases, and involve complicated
dynamics with several co-dimension-two and global bifurcations occurring in a small
region of parameter space.
The normal form for a Hopf bifurcation may be written as
z˙ = z(µ + iω − c|z|2), (5.1)
where z is the complex amplitude of the bifurcating limit cycle solution. The functions
ω (the frequency of the limit cycle at the bifurcation) and c are generally diﬀerent
from zero at the bifurcation point (µ=0, where µ is the real bifurcation parameter).
It is the non-zero character of ω that enables one to eliminate the quadratic terms in
z in the normal form. The case with ω=0 is a complicated bifurcation that has not
been completely analysed.
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Figure 10. Hopf bifurcation with SO(2) symmetry and zero frequency. (a) Bifurcation
diagram: thick lines are bifurcation curves. (b) Bifurcations along the path A shown in
(a). The ﬁxed point curve is labelled with the signs of its eigenvalues. RW2 is the rotating
wave born at the Hopf bifurcations H− and H+, that rotates in opposite senses on each side
of line L. A1 is the steady base state and L is the line where the rotating wave becomes an
invariant curve of ﬁxed points.
If the system has SO(2) symmetry, the normal form (5.1) is still valid, regardless
of the value of ω (zero or otherwise) due to the symmetry. The action of the rotation
Rα on the amplitude z of the bifurcated solution is Rαz=e
imαz. In this case, the
bifurcated solution is a rotating wave. Advancing in time is equivalent to rotating
the solution a certain angle, i.e. ωt =mθ , where m is the azimuthal wavenumber of
the bifurcated solution (Iooss & Adelmeyer 1998). If ω → 0, the same normal form
(5.1) applies with ω replaced by a small parameter ν,
z˙ = z(µ + iν − c|z|2). (5.2)
This is now a co-dimension-two bifurcation which is very similar to the generic Hopf
bifurcation. By introducing the modulus and phase of the complex amplitude z= reiφ ,
the normal form becomes
r˙ = r(µ − ar2),
φ˙ = ν − br2,
}
(5.3)
where c= a + ib. Here, it is assumed that a, b > 0 which is the case for the Taylor–
Couette problem under consideration. The bifurcation frequency is now the small
parameter ν. The bifurcated solution RWm exists only for µ> 0, and has amplitude
r =
√
µ/a and frequency ω= ν−bµ/a. On crossing the Hopf curve H− with µ< 0, the
bifurcated rotating wave has ω< 0, whereas on crossing H+ with µ> 0, the rotating
wave precesses in the opposite sense (ω> 0). The limit cycle RWm becomes an invariant
set of steady solutions along the straight line µ= aν/b, where the frequency of RWm
goes to zero. The bifurcation diagram together with a schematic of the bifurcating
states encountered on a closed one-parameter path around the co-dimension-two
bifurcation point are shown in ﬁgure 10. By comparing with the computed solutions
in ﬁgure 5(a), we see that the parameters µ and ν are closely related to the Reynolds
number, Re, and the aspect ratio, Γ , respectively. In the Taylor–Couette problem
m=2, and the analysis can be applied to both rotating waves RW2 and RW
∗
2 that
bifurcate from A1 and A
∗
1, respectively; ﬁgure 10 illustrates the A1–RW2 case.
A complete analysis of the SO(2) symmetry breaking is beyond the scope of the
present investigation, and details on the diﬀerent ways to break the SO(2) symmetry
can be found in Marques et al. (2010). We have considered the eﬀects of additional
terms in (5.2), up to and including second order, of the form , z¯, z2, zz¯ and
z¯2, where  is the parameter that breaks the SO(2) symmetry. In our problem,  is
related to the tilt of the top endwall. Considering all of these additional terms together
results in a co-dimension-six bifurcation with a variety of complex scenarios. We have
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Figure 11. Imperfect Hopf under general perturbations: (a) regions in parameter space;
(b) and (c) bifurcation diagrams along the two one-dimensional paths, A–A′ and B–B′,
respectively. The signs (++, −−, . . . ) indicate the sign of the real part of the two eigenvalues
of the solution branch considered. A˜1 is the one-jet base state and R˜W2 is the limit cycle that
bifurcates at the Hopf curves H+ and H−.
analysed the ﬁve cases separatedly in Marques et al. (2010), and although the ﬁve
cases are very diﬀerent in a small neighbourhood of the bifurcation point, they share
many common features outside this neighbourhood, and these features are present
in the numerical results reported in the present study and in the cited experimental
results. Here, we summarize the features that are common to the diﬀerent scenarios.
The most important feature is that the curve of zero frequency splits into two curves
with a region of zero-frequency solutions appearing in between (the so-called pinning
region). Of the inﬁnite number of steady solutions that exist along the zero-frequency
curve in the perfect system with SO(2) symmetry, only a small ﬁnite number remain.
The number of remaining steady solutions depends on the details of the symmetry-
breaking imperfections, but if SO(2) is completely broken and no rotational symmetry
remains (as is the case when tilting the upper lid) there are only three steady solutions
that remain. One of these solutions corresponds to the unstable basic state, and the
other two are born at saddle-node bifurcations upon entering the pinning region;
one is a saddle and the other is stable. The stable solution is the only one that can
be observed either experimentally or numerically when using time evolution. The
saddle solution is connected to the stable periodic solutions existing on both sides
of the pinning region via inﬁnite-period bifurcations of limit cycles, in this case via
saddle node on an invariant cycle (SNIC) bifurcations.
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Figure 11(a) shows the regions in parameter space in the general case, with arbitrary
perturbations that completely break the SO(2) symmetry. In region I, we have the
base state A˜1 that bifurcates to a limit cycle R˜W2 along the curves H+ and H−. The
limit cycle exists in regions I + and I −, with opposite senses of rotation. In region III,
we have the pinned steady solution. Figures 11(b) and 11(c) are bifurcation diagrams
along the two diﬀerent one-dimensional paths, A–A′ and B–B′, respectively. Path
A–A′ shows the inﬁnite-period bifurcations of the limit cycle R˜W2 on both sides
of the pinning region. This is the most likely scenario to be found in real systems.
However, when the SNIC bifurcation curves approach the Hopf bifurcation curves
(in the regions shown as grey disks in ﬁgure 11a), the saddle-node bifurcations no
longer happen on the limit cycle, but very close to it, and the limit cycle collides
with the saddle very close to the saddle-node curve, SN, in parameter space. As the
saddle-node bifurcation and the homoclinic collision, Hom, are extremely close to
each other in the neighbourhood of the border of the grey disks, it may be very
diﬃcult to distinguish between a SNIC bifurcation and a homoclinic collision. The
scaling laws of the periods when approaching a homoclinic or a SNIC bifurcation
are diﬀerent, having logarithmic or square root proﬁles (Strogatz 1994)
THom =
1
λ
ln
1
µ − µc + O(1), TSNIC =
k√
µ − µc + O(1). (5.4)
When both bifurcations are very close, the positive eigenvalue of the saddle, λ, goes
to zero (it is exactly zero at the saddle-node point), so the log ﬁt becomes useless.
From a practical point of view, when the saddle-node bifurcation is very closely
followed by the homoclinic collision of the limit cycle with the saddle, it becomes
almost indistinguishable from a SNIC bifurcation, and the square root ﬁt is a very
good approximation to the period, except in a very narrow region of parameter space
whose width is of the order of the distance between both curves (SN and Hom);
within this narrow region the log ﬁt matches the periods much better (see Marques
et al. 2010, for details).
Path B–B′ illustrates a smooth transition (in region II) from the base state A˜1 in
region I and the steady solution (pinned solution) in region III. If the imperfection that
breaks SO(2) preserves a Z2 symmetry, then we may have a pitchfork bifurcation
instead of the smooth transition. Finally, the dynamics in the regions where the
inﬁnite-period bifurcations approach the Hopf curve (the circular grey regions) cannot
be determined in general as these depend on the speciﬁcs of the imperfections in the
system. In most cases, the dynamics in these regions are associated with Takens–
Bogdanov and homoclinic bifurcations, as well as global bifurcations of limit cycles.
High-order terms in the normal form generally break the homoclinic and global
bifurcations leading to horns of complexity and chaotic dynamics (Kuznetsov 2004).
Such regions of complex dynamics and chaos localized in small parameter regions
have been observed in Taylor–Couette ﬂow for diﬀerent parameter values in a diﬀerent
symmetry-breaking scenario (Abshagen et al. 2008b).
If both the top and bottom endwalls were tilted by the same angle through the same
meridional plane, the reﬂection Z2 symmetry of the system would still be preserved
and only the axisymmetry SO(2) would be broken. However, since the solutions (A1
and A∗1) in the absence of imperfections have spontaneously broken the Z2 symmetry,
this symmetry plays no role in the dynamics of the instabilities of A1 and A
∗
1, and
there will not be any qualitative diﬀerence in the ensuing dynamics compared to the
cases with only one tilted endwall; the pinning of R˜W∗2 will still be to the top tilted
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Figure 12. Regime diagram for the one-cell state from the experimental results of Abshagen
et al. (2008a) with the natural imperfections of their system. The solid curves with ﬁlled
circles are Hopf bifurcation curves, the solid curves with ﬁlled diamonds are inﬁnite-period
bifurcation curves and the dashed curve with open circles is a saddle-node of limit cycles
bifurcation in the region where the Hopf bifurcation is subcritical. The dotted curve is the
numerically determined Hopf curve and the dot-dash curve is the numerically determined
zero-frequency curve, both computed with zero tilt.
endwall, and the pinning of R˜W2 will still be to the bottom tilted endwall. Of course,
in each of these problems there will be quantitative diﬀerences and these are reﬂected
in the values of the normal form coeﬃcients, but the same normal form governs the
local dynamics for all cases.
6. Comparison with experiments, discussion and conclusions
In this section, we compare our results with diﬀerent high-precision experiments
that have been very carefully conducted for more than 20 years by the experimental
group led by Professor G. Pﬁster in Kiel (Pﬁster et al. 1988, 1991, 1992; Abshagen
et al. 2008a).
Figure 12 shows a regime diagram from the laboratory experiments of Abshagen
et al. (2008a). These experimental results are qualitatively similar to the simulations
shown in ﬁgure 5(b). The small quantitative diﬀerences are due to the intrinsic
nature of the imperfections of the experimental apparatus, which are not only due
to the tilting of an endwall, but may also include small misalignments between the
axes of the cylinders. Small deviations from perfect circular cylinders also slightly
break the SO(2) symmetry and can produce pinning eﬀects. Which of these diﬀerent
imperfections are responsible for the observed pinning is diﬃcult to ascertain. What
the experiments of Abshagen et al. (2008a) have shown is that the tilting of one of the
lids results in remarkable eﬀects on the pinning region. Another observed feature is
that by adding a small rotation to both lids, the pinned solution also rotates with the
lids in a small range of Re; this indicates that for imposed tilts of about one tenth of
a degree, an endwall tilt dominates other sources of imperfections in the experiments.
This type of pinning to rotating lids when the precession of the solution is close to that
of the lids is akin to locking phenomena of modulated rotating waves when the two
components of the modulated state have nearly commensurate precession frequencies
(see e.g. Lopez & Marques 2009). The pinning due to imposed ‘imperfections’, such as
the tilt, is an extrinsic response in contrast to the intrinsic locking in the modulated
rotating waves which comes about spontaneously as parameters are varied.
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Figure 13. Variation of the pinning region from diﬀerent experiments. The region bounded
by —•— is the pinning region from Abshagen et al. (2008a) depicted in ﬁgure 12. The region
bounded by —— corresponds to experiments reported in Pﬁster et al. (1991). The solid line
with no symbols is the computed linear stability of A1 and the dashed line is the zero-frequency
curve of the computed RW2 with zero tilt.
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Figure 14. Computed frequencies of R˜W2 and R˜W
∗
2 with a 0.1
◦ tilted top for Γ =1.16,
together with experimental results from Abshagen et al. (2008a): the curve · · · from
ﬁgure 6(a) and the limits of the pinning region marked + from ﬁgure 5(c).
Variations from experiment to experiment at nominally the same parameters have
been observed to give diﬀerent pinning characteristics. Figure 13 shows the pinning
region measured in experiments reported in Pﬁster et al. (1991) and Abshagen et al.
(2008a), with a 17 year interval. Both experiments and our numerical simulations
are very similar, but there are quantitative diﬀerences, because the imperfections and
noise in both experiments are completely diﬀerent.
The distinction between an imposed tilt and natural imperfections was also
considered in Abshagen et al. (2008a , ﬁgure 4), where pinning with Γ =1.25 and
zero tilt angle was observed in the interval Re ∈ (1190, 1290) and with a tilt angle of
0.08◦ a pinning interval of Re ∈ (1205, 1315) was observed. Without tilt, the natural
imperfections of the system produce a remarkable pinning region. The increase in size
of the pinning region when the tilt goes from 0 to 0.08◦ was only 10%, suggesting
that tilts of the order of 0.1◦ are necessary in order for the tilt to dominate over the
natural imperfections.
Oscillation frequencies for two diﬀerent Re-scans at Γ =1.16 under nominally the
same conditions report diﬀerent pinning regions: Re ∈ (897, 935) from Abshagen
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et al. (2008a , ﬁgure 5c) and Re ∈ (927, 935) from Abshagen et al. (2008a , ﬁgure 6a)
(in this paper in ﬁgure 12). Oscillation frequencies for these two diﬀerent experimental
scans, together with computed frequencies of R˜W2 and R˜W
∗
2 with a 0.1
◦ tilted top
for Γ =1.16, are shown in ﬁgure 14.
A possible source of discrepancies between diﬀerent experiments and numerics is
related to how the experiments were conducted. In the laboratory experiments, Γ
was kept ﬁxed and Re was increased quasi-statically over some speciﬁc interval. Even
though in the laboratory experiments, Re is ramped very slowly and quasi-static
adjustments in the ﬂow are assumed, there are non-negligible eﬀects on the width and
location in parameter space of the pinning region due to variations in Re-ramping
rate. In general, slow ramps in a parameter through a generic Hopf bifurcation are
known to give non-trivial dynamics (Baer, Erneux & Rinzel 1989), but there is still
much to learn when, in the parameter regime investigated, the Hopf bifurcation varies
from supercritical to subcritical and the Hopf frequency goes through zero.
One of the most striking results from our numerical simulations is that the tilt
aﬀects R˜W2 and R˜W
∗
2 very diﬀerently; R˜W
∗
2 essentially does not pin whereas R˜W2
pins much like in the experiments with natural imperfections. This eﬀect is diﬃcult to
measure experimentally, because the natural imperfections have comparable eﬀects
to an imposed tilt, but careful experiments with larger tilts should be able to detect
the diﬀerent eﬀects of the tilt on R˜W2 and R˜W
∗
2.
Many phenomena in the natural world are robust; this means that the theories
and models developed in order to understand these phenomena do not change
qualitatively if the model is slightly imperfect, or if the data used in the model are only
approximate. In dynamical systems theory, this is called structural stability. However,
in particular cases, or for speciﬁc parameter regimes, some problems exhibit extreme
sensitivity to small changes. The pinning phenomena of slowly precessing rotating
waves in small aspect-ratio Taylor–Couette ﬂow is one such case. We have introduced
a small tilt (0.1◦) of one of the endwalls in order to model the ever present small
imperfections in experiments. The eﬀects over most of parameter space are minimal,
almost imperceptible. However, in a small parameter regime consisting of a band
around the zero-frequency line in the perfect system, qualitative changes in behaviour
are observed. The width of the pinning region is extremely sensitive to a large variety
of eﬀects that are discussed in detail in the present study. One of the reasons for this
sensitivity is that the pinning does not depend on the main characteristics of the ﬂow,
such as the presence of a strong outgoing jet of angular momentum close to one of
the endwalls, but rather depends on some weak characteristics. In this Taylor–Couette
problem it is the detailed form of the weak returning jet near the opposite endwall, in
particular it is the non-axisymmetric components resulting from the Hopf bifurcation
which are relatively smaller when superimposed on the stronger axisymmetric jet.
Small imperfections have a large impact on these weak characteristics, producing
large quantitative and even qualitative eﬀects. Detecting these sensitive regions in
parameter space is very important in order to understand the response of the system
to imperfections and noise and to distinguish between dynamics driven by intrinsic
and extrinsic eﬀects.
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